Do You have a Gambling Problem? Players Casino offers
Responsible Gambling Programs that can help.
Players Casino encourages all customers to gamble responsibly. If you feel
you may have a gambling problem, please ask to speak to a Key Employee
to meet with you in a confidential setting and explain the various program
options available.
These programs are offered in conjunction with the support of the California
Office of Problem Gambling and the Bureau of Gambling Control.
To assist you in addressing your gambling problem, Players Casino offers
enrollment in the following voluntary programs:
•
•

Self-Restriction Program (Players Casino only)
Self-Exclusion Program (Statewide)

We also provide various Customer Information Materials and resources to
assist you in assessing your personal situation including the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Brochures and pamphlets provided by the California Office of Problem
Gambling.
Do you have a Gambling Problem? Players Casino Programs that can
help.
Do you think your Gambling is out of control? 20 Questions.
Gamblers Anonymous – Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)
Freedom from Problem Gambling – Self Help Workbook (UCLA &
California Office of Problem Gambling)
Other Resource Information – California Office of Problem Gambling
(www.problemgambling.ca.gov)

Self-Restriction Program
This voluntary program applies to PLAYERS CASINO ONLY and you may
select from the following options (as noted on the Players Casino SelfRestriction form).
•

Your enrollment is generally irrevocable (subject to the exceptions
listed below) for the term selected.

•

Term:
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One (1) to Eleven (11) Months or One (1) Year

•

Total Restriction – customer is barred from entering the Players
Casino property for the term.

•

Partial Restriction – customer is barred based on their voluntary
selection from a menu of options as follows:
•

Partial Gaming Area Exclusion; Poker only or California games
only. We do not offer self-restriction for specific games in poker
or the California games section. Therefore, if you want to selfbar yourself from blackjack, you must also bar yourself from
baccarat, three card poker and all other games in the California
section.

•

Removal from receiving marketing or promotional information
mailings, email or other communications; and restrict your
ability to gain access to the casino’s Facebook page or
Instagram.

•

Exclusion from financial services, including check-cashing and
credit privileges and from credit & debit card cash advance.
You are advised to contact your credit card companies to
eliminate your ability to receive cash advances.
Note: We do not have the ability to restrict your use at
our ATM machines. As an alternative, you may want to
consider contacting your financial institution to either limit your
daily ATM cash withdrawal amount or prohibit your ability to
make ATM cash withdrawals.

•

Self-Restricted EMPLOYEES MAY enter the Players Casino property in the

•

Exceptions to Irrevocability Provision - Customers who have
selected terms from four (4) months to one (1) year may request
removal from the list of self-restricted persons at any time after 90
days from the effective date of the original self-restriction request.
To do so, you must complete and submit the Players Casino SelfRestriction Removal Request form and provide additional
information (in writing) to support your request.

course of their regular job duties.

•

Players Casino will evaluate your request and either approve or
deny such request in its sole and absolute discretion.

•

Players Casino will inform you in writing as to the approval or
denial of your request. Approval of requests for reinstatement of
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your gaming privileges are not effective until you receive such
approval in writing.
•

If you request a less restrictive modification to a Partial SelfRestriction, you must submit both the Players Casino SelfRestriction Removal Request form and a new Self-Restriction
Request form.

Self-Exclusion
This is a state-wide voluntary program that EXCLUDES you from entering all
card clubs throughout the State of California and participating tribal casinos.
•

Your enrollment is Irrevocable for the term selected, except for
lifetime self-exclusions, wherein you may request removal from the list
of self-excluded persons at any time after one year from the effective
date of the original self-exclusion request. To do so, you must
complete and submit Form CGCC-038, Self-Exclusion Removal
Request, to the Bureau of Gambling Control.

•

Term: 1 Year or Lifetime

•

Self-Excluded EMPLOYEES MAY enter the Players Casino property in
the course of their regular job duties.

Do You Need Time to Review the Materials and Discuss with your
Family?
•

You are welcome to take the information and forms home with you to
discuss with your family and return on a subsequent date.

Is Your Enrollment Kept Confidential?
Your enrollment and status will be kept confidential within Players Casino
and such information will only be used by Players Casino employees (SelfRestriction) and by the Office of Problem Gambling and other California
based card room and participating tribal casino employees (Self-Exclusion)
as part of monitoring and ensuring compliance with your agreement.
Consequences If You Violate the Self-Restriction or Self-Exclusion
Agreement
California gambling regulations require us to take the following actions
should you violate your voluntary self-restriction or self-exclusion
agreement.
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•

Self-Restricted Customers. You will be asked to immediately leave
our property. We will then determine whether to bar you from further
access to our facility.

•

Self-Excluded Customers. You will be asked to immediately leave
our property. If you refuse, you will be escorted off property. If you
still refuse, we will contact local law enforcement.

•

You will forfeit any unredeemed jackpots or prizes won as required by
State gambling regulations. Forfeited funds are remitted to the
Gambling Addiction Program Fund for problem gambling prevention
and treatment services through the State Department of Public Health,
Office of Problem and Pathological Gambling.
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Do you think your gambling is out of control? Do you think you
have a gambling problem?
The following questions were taken directly from Gamblers Anonymous. Answer the
following 20 questions to help determine if you have a gambling problem. An assessment of
your score will show after you complete the questionnaire.

20 QUESTIONS
Are you a compulsive gambler?
Answer all 20 questions below and view our comments based on your answers.

1. Did you ever lose time from work or school due to gambling?

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

15.Have you ever gambled to escape worry, trouble, boredom, loneliness, grief or
loss?

Yes

No

16.Have you ever committed, or considered committing, an illegal act to finance
gambling?

Yes

No

2. Has gambling ever made your home life unhappy?
3. Did gambling affect your reputation?
4. Have you ever felt remorse after gambling?
5. Did you ever gamble to get money with which to pay debts or otherwise solve
financial difficulties?
6. Did gambling cause a decrease in your ambition or efficiency?
7. After losing did you feel you must return as soon as possible and win back
your losses?
8. After a win did you have a strong urge to return and win more?
9. Did you often gamble until your last dollar was gone?
10.Did you ever borrow to finance your gambling?
11.Have you ever sold anything to finance gambling?
12.Were you reluctant to use "gambling money" for normal expenditures?
13.Did gambling make you careless of the welfare of yourself or your family?
14.Did you ever gamble longer than you had planned?
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17.Did gambling cause you to have difficulty in sleeping?

Yes

No

18.Do arguments, disappointments or frustrations create within you an urge to
gamble?

Yes

No

19.Did you ever have an urge to celebrate any good fortune by a few hours of
gambling?

Yes

No

20.Have you ever considered self-destruction or suicide as a result of your
gambling?

Yes

No
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Gamblers Anonymous
International Service Office
P.O. Box 17173
Los Angeles, CA 90017
T (626) 960-3500
F (626) 960-3501

ISOMAIN@GAMBLERSANONYMOUS.ORG

GAMBLERS ANONYMOUS is a fellowship of men and women who share their experience, strength
and hope with each other that they may solve their common problem and help others to recover
from a gambling problem.
The only requirement for membership is a desire to stop gambling. There are no dues or fees for
Gamblers Anonymous membership; we are self-supporting through our own contributions. Gamblers
Anonymous is not allied with any sect, denomination, politics, organization or institution; does not
wish to engage in any controversy; neither endorses nor opposes any cause. Our primary purpose is
to stop gambling and to help other compulsive gamblers do the same?
Most of us have been unwilling to admit we were real problem gamblers. No one likes to think they
are different from their fellows. Therefore, it is not surprising that our gambling careers have been
characterized by countless vain attempts to prove we could gamble like other people. The idea that
somehow, some day, we will control our gambling is the great obsession of every compulsive
gambler. The persistence of this illusion is astonishing. Many pursue it into the gates of prison,
insanity or death.
We learned we had to concede fully to our innermost selves that we are compulsive gamblers. This
is the first step in our recovery. With reference to gambling, the delusion that we are like other
people, or presently may be, has to be smashed. We have lost the ability to control our gambling.
We know that no real compulsive gambler ever regains control. All of us felt at times we were
regaining control, but such intervals - usually brief -were inevitably followed by still less control,
which led in time to pitiful and incomprehensible demoralization. We are convinced that gamblers of
our type are in the grip of a progressive illness. Over any considerable period of time we get worse,
never better. Therefore, in order to lead normal happy lives, we try to practice to the best of our
ability, certain principles in our daily affairs.

What is compulsive gambling?
The explanation that seems most acceptable to Gamblers Anonymous members is that
compulsive gambling is an illness, progressive in its nature, which can never be cured, but can be
arrested. Before coming to Gamblers Anonymous, many compulsive gamblers thought of
themselves as morally weak, or at times just plain 'no good'. The Gamblers Anonymous concept
is that compulsive gamblers are really very sick people who can recover if they will follow to the
best of their ability a simple program that has proved successful for thousands of other men and
women with a gambling or compulsive gambling problem.

What is the first thing a compulsive gambler ought to do in order to
stop gambling?
The compulsive gambler needs to be willing to accept the fact that he or she is in the grip of a
progressive illness and has a desire to get well. Our experience has shown that the Gamblers
Anonymous program will always work for any person who has a desire to stop gambling.
However, it will never work for the person who will not face squarely the facts about this illness.
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How can you tell whether you are a compulsive gambler?
Only you can make that decision. Most people turn to Gamblers Anonymous when they become
willing to admit that gambling has them licked. Also in Gamblers Anonymous, a compulsive
gambler is described as a person whose gambling has caused growing and continuing problems
in any department of his or her life. Many Gamblers Anonymous members went through
terrifying experiences before they were ready to accept help. Others were faced with a slow,
subtle deterioration which finally brought them to the point of admitting defeat.

Can a compulsive gambler ever gamble normally again?
No. The first bet to a problem gambler is like the first small drink to an alcoholic. Sooner or later
he or she falls back into the same old destructive pattern. Once a person has crossed the
invisible line into irresponsible uncontrolled gambling he or she never seems to regain control.
After abstaining a few months some of our members have tried some small bet experimentation,
always with disastrous results. The old obsession inevitably returned. Our Gamblers Anonymous
experience seems to point to these alternatives: to gamble, risking progressive deterioration or
not to gamble, and develop a better way of life.

Why can't a compulsive gambler simply use will power to stop
gambling?
We believe that most people, if they are honest, will recognize their lack of power to solve
certain problems. When it comes to gambling, we have known many problem gamblers who
could abstain for long stretches, but caught off guard and under the right set of circumstances,
they started gambling without thought of the consequences. The defenses they relied upon,
through will power alone, gave way before some trivial reason for placing a bet. We have found
that will power and self-knowledge will not help in those mental blank spots, but adherence to
spiritual principles seem to solve our problems. Most of us feel that a belief in a Power greater
than ourselves is necessary in order for us to sustain a desire to refrain from gambling.

Do Gamblers Anonymous members go into gambling places to help
former members who are still gambling?
No. Families and friends of these people have asked us to intercede but we have never been able
to be of any real help. Actually, sometimes we felt we retarded a member's eventual recovery by
giving them this unsolicited attention. It all goes back to the basic principle that a gambler ought
to want help before he or she is approached by us.

I only go on gambling binges periodically. Do I need Gamblers
Anonymous?
Yes. Compulsive gamblers who have joined Gamblers Anonymous tell us that, though their
gambling binges were periodic, the intervals between were not periods of constructive thinking.
Symptomatic of these periods were nervousness, irritability, frustration, indecision and a
continued breakdown in personal relationships. These same people have often found the
Gamblers Anonymous program the answer to the elimination of character defects and a guide to
moral progress in their lives. GAMBLING, for the compulsive gambler is defined as follows: Any
betting or wagering, for self or others, whether for money or not, no matter how slight or
insignificant, where the outcome is uncertain or depends upon chance or 'skill' constitutes
gambling.
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If I join Gamblers Anonymous won't everyone know I am a
compulsive gambler?
Most people made quite a name for themselves as full-fledged gamblers by the time they turned
to Gamblers Anonymous. Their gambling was not usually a well-kept secret. It would then be
unusual if the good news of their abstinence from gambling did not cause comment. However,
no disclosure of any affiliation with Gamblers Anonymous can rightfully be made by anyone but
the member themselves. Even then, it should be done in such a way that will work no hardship
on the Gamblers Anonymous fellowship.

If I stop gambling won't it make it difficult for me to keep some
desirable business and social contacts?
We think not. Most of the world's work of any consequence is done without the benefit of
monetary wagering. Many of our leaders in business, industry and professional life have attained
great success without knowing one card from another or which way the horses run around the
track. In the area of social relationships, the newcomer will soon find a keen appreciation of the
many pleasant and stimulating activities available - far removed from anything that is remotely
associated from gambling.

How does someone stop gambling through the Gamblers
Anonymous program?
One does this through bringing about a progressive character change within oneself. This can be
accomplished by having faith in -- and following -- the basic concepts of the Gamblers
Anonymous Recovery Program. There are no short cuts in gaining this faith and understanding.
To recover from one of the most baffling, insidious, compulsive addictions will require diligent
effort. HONESTY, OPENMINDEDNESS, AND WILLINGNESS are the key words in our recovery.

Can a person recover by himself/herself by reading Gamblers
Anonymous literature or medical books on the problem of
compulsive gambling?
Sometimes, but not usually. The Gamblers Anonymous program works best for the individual
when it is recognized and accepted as a program involving other people. Working with other
compulsive gamblers in a Gamblers Anonymous group the individual seems to find the necessary
understanding and support. They are able to talk of their past experiences and present problems
in an area where they are comfortable and accepted. Instead of feeling alone and
misunderstood, they feel needed and accepted.

Does Gamblers Anonymous look upon compulsive gambling as a
vice?
No.

Is knowing why we gambled important?
Perhaps, however insofar as stopping gambling, many Gamblers Anonymous members have
abstained from gambling without the knowledge of why they gambled.
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What are some characteristics of a person who is a compulsive
gambler?
* INABILITY AND UNWILLINGNESS TO ACCEPT REALITY. Hence the escape into the dream
world of gambling. * EMOTIONAL INSECURITY. A compulsive gambler finds he or she is
emotionally comfortable only when "in action". It is not uncommon to hear a Gamblers
Anonymous member say: "The only place I really felt like I belonged was sitting at the poker
table. There I felt secure and comfortable. No great demands were made upon me. I knew I was
destroying myself, yet at the same time, I had a certain sense of security." * IMMATURITY. A
desire to have all the good things in life without any great effort on their part seems to be the
common character pattern of problem gamblers. Many Gamblers Anonymous members accept
the fact that they were unwilling to grow up. Subconsciously they felt they could avoid mature
responsibility by wagering on the spin of a wheel or the turn of a card, and so the struggle to
escape responsibility finally became a subconscious obsession.
Also, a compulsive gambler seems to have a strong inner urge to be a 'big shot' and needs to
have a feeling of being all powerful. The compulsive gambler is willing to do anything (often of
an antisocial nature) to maintain the image he or she wants others to see.
Then too, there is a theory that compulsive gamblers subconsciously want to lose to punish
themselves. There is much evidence to support this theory.

What is the dream world of the compulsive gambler?
This is another common characteristic of compulsive gamblers. A lot of time is spent creating
images of the great and wonderful things they are going to do as soon as they make the big win.
They often see themselves as quite philanthropic and charming people. They may dream of
providing families and friends with new cars, mink coats, and other luxuries. Compulsive
gamblers picture themselves leading a pleasant gracious life, made possible by the huge sums of
money they will accrue from their 'system'. Servants, penthouses, nice clothes, charming friends,
yachts, and world tours are a few of the wonderful things that are just around the corner after a
big win is finally made.
Pathetically, however, there never seems to be a big enough winning to make even the smallest
dream come true. When compulsive gamblers succeed, they gamble to dream still greater
dreams. When failing, they gamble in reckless desperation and the depths of their misery are
fathomless as their dream world comes crashing down. Sadly, they will struggle back, dream
more dreams, and of course suffer more misery. No one can convince them that their great
schemes will not someday come true. They believe they will, for without this dream world, life for
them would not be tolerable.

Isn't compulsive gambling basically a financial problem?
No, compulsive gambling is an emotional problem. A person in the grip of this illness creates
mountains of apparently insolvable problems. Of course, financial problems are created, but they
also find themselves facing marital, employment, or legal problems. Compulsive gamblers find
friends have been lost and relatives have rejected them. Of the many serious difficulties created,
the financial problems seem the easiest to solve. When a compulsive gambler enters Gamblers
Anonymous and quits gambling, income is usually increased and there is no longer the financial
drain that was caused by gambling, and very shortly, the financial pressures begin to be relieved.
Gamblers Anonymous members have found that the best road to financial recovery is through
hard work and repayment of our debts. Bankruptcy, borrowing and/or lending of money
(bailouts) in Gamblers Anonymous is detrimental to our recovery and should not take place.
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The most difficult and time consuming problem with which they will be faced is that of bringing
about a character change within themselves. Most Gamblers Anonymous members look upon this
as their greatest challenge, which should be worked on immediately and continued throughout
their lives.

Who can join Gamblers Anonymous?
Anyone who has a desire to stop gambling. There are no other rules or regulations concerning
Gamblers Anonymous membership.

How much does it cost to join Gamblers Anonymous?
There are no assessments in connection with Gamblers Anonymous membership. The newcomer
signs nothing and pledges nothing. However, we do have expenses relative to our group meeting
and our Gamblers Anonymous service facilities. Since Gamblers Anonymous has traditionally
been fully self-supporting and declines outside contribution, these expenses are met through
voluntary financial support by the members. Experience has shown that acceptance of these
financial responsibilities is a vital part of our individual and group growth process.

Why are Gamblers Anonymous members anonymous?
Anonymity has great practical value in maintaining unity within our fellowship. Through its
practice at the level of press, radio, films and television we have eliminated the possibility of
fame and recognition being given to the individual member; hence, we have not been faced with
any great internal struggles for power and prestige which would prove highly detrimental to our
essential unity.
Anonymity also has great value in attracting new members who initially might feel there is a
stigma attached to the problem. Therefore, we guarantee the newcomer as much anonymity as
they choose.
More importantly, we are beginning to realize that anonymity has tremendous spiritual
significance. It represents a powerful reminder that we need always place principles above
personalities.
Our survival as individual’s demands that we renounce personal gratification . . . so our Gamblers
Anonymous movement not only advocates but tries to practice true humility and it is through
greater humility that we will be able to live in peace and security for all the years to come.

Is Gamblers Anonymous a religious society?
No. Gamblers Anonymous is composed of people from many religious faiths along with agnostics
and atheists. Since membership in Gamblers Anonymous requires no particular religious belief as
a condition of membership, it cannot be described as a religious society. The Gamblers
Anonymous recovery program is based on acceptance of certain spiritual values but the member
is free to interpret these principles as he chooses.



ABOUT US
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OTHER RESOURCES - California Office of Problem Gambling (OPG)
For most people, gambling is recreational. However, for some people, gambling leads to
debilitating problems that impact more than just themselves. Problem gambling means
participation in any form of gambling activity to the extent that it creates a negative
consequence to the gambler, the gambler's family, place of employment, or the
community—including gambling behaviors that compromise, disrupt, or damage
personal, family, educational, financial, or vocational interests. Pathological gambling is
a progressive mental disorder meeting the diagnostic criteria set forth by the American
Psychiatric Association's Diagnostic and Statistical Manual, Fourth Edition.
Problem and pathological gamblers can experience psychological difficulties such as
anxiety, depression, guilt, attempted suicide, or abuse of alcohol and drugs, as well as
stress-related physical illnesses such as hypertension and heart disease. Interpersonal
problems include lying and stealing, resulting in a breakdown of relationships and
divorce. Work and school problems include poor performance, abuse of leave time, and
loss of employment. Financial consequences are substantial, including credit card debt,
unpaid creditors, and impoverishment. Finally, pathological gamblers may resort to
criminal behavior to finance gambling or pay gambling debts. Family members of
problem gamblers also experience substantial financial, physical and psychological
difficulties as a direct result of the problem gambling behavior.
The Office of Problem and Pathological Gambling (OPG) is charged with developing and
providing quality statewide prevention and treatment programs and services to address
problem and pathological gambling issues, to the people of California.
The priority of the OPG is to develop a problem gambling prevention program consisting
of the following activities and services:









A toll-free telephone service for immediate crises management and containment
with subsequent referral of problem and pathological gamblers to health
providers who can provide treatment for gambling related problems and to selfhelp groups.
Public awareness campaigns that focus on prevention and education among the
general public including, for example, dissemination of youth oriented preventive
literature, educational experiences, and public service announcements in the
media.
Empirically driven research programs focusing on epidemiology/ prevalence,
etiology/causation, and best practices in prevention and treatment.
Training of health care professionals and educators, and training for law
enforcement agencies and nonprofit organizations in the identification of problem
gambling behavior and knowledge of referral services and treatment programs.
Training of gambling industry personnel in identifying customers at risk for
problem and pathological gambling and knowledge of referral and treatment
services.
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